Machine Information Form
Machine Type:

Powder Paint Line

Machine Photo

Industry:

Metal Forming & Fabrication

Manufacturer:

Unknown

Model:

N/A

Counting:

Tracking Speed

Cycles Input Source:

Drive chain links

Run/IdleInput Source:

N/A

Scrap Input Source:

N/A

Setup Input Source:

N/A

Inhibit Connected to:

Estop

Additional Notes:
This was a very interesting application for the SMI 2. Unpainted parts get loaded, then travel on an overhead trolley which is
referred to as a conveyor. The drive system for the conveyor is a large motor which drives a large chain. The chain is made up of
approximately 1700 links that each measure about 3 inches long, for a total travel length of about 425 feet. Racks with hooks are
about 6 feet long and are attached to the conveyor. The unpainted parts are hung on the hooks which continuously pass by the
loading area. The loading process is somewhat random i.e. not every hook has a part. There are 7 stages in the process, i.e.
Loading, Cleaning, Drying, Painting, Curing, Cooling and Off-loading. The conveyor under normal conditions travels at approximately
6 feet per minute. This SMI application tracks the rate of travel in speed as well when line is running or idle.
Input Wiring: We used a 30mm proximity PNP sensor and wired its output into the SMI 2’s Cycle input (TB 2 pin 1). As the chain
links pass by the proximity sensor a pulse or signal calculates the conveyor speed in feet per minute (i.e. 3 pulses = 1foot). Also,
when the conveyor is running.
Machine Inhibit: To inhibit the paint line we wired the SMI 2’s inhibit relay dry contacts in series with an E-stop button which was
conveniently located just above where the SMI was mounted.
Programming/Configuration: In the SMI 2’s Admin menu (Input Lines>Input Setup>Rate Calculation) we set the Units to Feet and
Pulses per unit to 3. We programmed the production idle timer to 30 seconds to mask any brief stoppages.
For more photos click on the links below:
https://www.wintriss.com/sfc/machine-images/paint-line-estop.jpg
https://www.wintriss.com/sfc/machine-images/paint-line-prox-sensor.jpg
Notice: The information contained in this data sheet describes how we were able to obtain the required signals for this particular
machine. Each machine is different in design and it may be necessary to contact your machine manufacturer for help obtaining the
right signals. You can also contact our tech support group at 800-586-8324 option 3 for assistance.
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